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Filled with classic recipes and inspirational stories, A Thousand Years Over a Hot Stove will make you think
twice about the food on your plate. Here is the first book to recount how American women have gathered,
cooked, and prepared food for lovers, strangers, and family throughout the ages. We find native women who
pried nourishment from the wilderness, mothers who sold biscuits to buy their children's freedom, immigrant
wives who cooked old foods in new homes to provide comfort. From church bake sales to microwaving
moms, this book is a celebration of women's lives, homes, and communities.
Over fifty recipes, from Federal Pancakes to Sweet Potato Pie, are beautifully presented along with over one
hundred images from artists, photographers, and rare sources. A Thousand Years Over a Hot Stove is the
shared history of all American women and the perfect gift for anyone who ever put food on the table. 140
illustrations. "The profound relationship between women and food is a story admirably told by Laura
Schenone in a book filled with historic insights, moving anecdotes and lively illustrations. While paying
tribute to the generations of American women who have felt joy in feeding families, Schenone avoids
sentimentality by recognizing that many of the kitchen chores expected of women have been tedious and
repetitious. The result is a balanced and clear-eyed view of a women's history that until recently has been
misunderstood and overlooked." -Barbara Haber, author of From Hardtack to Home Fries: An Uncommon
History of American Cooks and Meals "A passionate, groundbreaking book that will not only make you
appreciate the culinary journey of the apronned ones who stood the heat of thecookstove for centuries, but also

understand why they sometimes had an attitude! It might inspire you to put on an apron and cook some of the
mouth watering, time-kissed recipes in this remarkable book." -Dr. Vertamae Grovenor, NPR cultural
correspondent and author of Vibration Cooking "Cooking is a fascinating and very real lens through which to
study the history of women in our culture. In this beautifully written work, Laura Schenone takes on the dual
roles of historian and story teller, reminding us of how women have expressed and experienced and created so
much through and with food. And she inspires us to hold onto and extend the heritage, even in the face of our
modern, hectic lives." -Mollie Katzen, author of The Moosewood Cookbook "Lively, well-researched and
thoroughly engrossing." -Newsday "This fascinating culinary history documents the intimate, ever-changing
ties between American women and food." -Utne "[Schenone's] delicious book is truly food for thought."
-Chicago Tribune "An amazing and wonderful book." -Providence Journal "Fascinating social history with a
heaping helping of home cooking." -Booklist "A millennium's-worth of history, social commentary, anecdotes
and recipes in one literary stewpot." -January

